This map depicts natural boundaries of state and federal listed species, critical habitat, and areas of special interest within the state of Connecticut. The map includes detailed geographic information and can be used for planning and conservation efforts. The data sources include various government agencies and organizations. For more information, visit www.cteco.uconn.edu.

**Data Sources**

- DNR - Department of Natural Resources
- DEEP - Department of Energy and Environmental Protection
- UConn - University of Connecticut
- USGS - United States Geological Survey
- CT DEEP Natural Resource Data Base
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**Explaination**

To use the CT DEEP Natural Resource Data Base, visit the website (www.cteco.uconn.edu) for this map and a variety of related information. More detailed resources are available online. The map is not colorfast, so it may change its appearance over time. The map is subject to change due to new data or map revision. The map is not for commerce or legal use. The map is not intended for navigation.